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Look Your Customers in the Eye

I

ndependent ﬁlmmaker Brian Paul is a
man who lives his ﬁlms. In that spirit,
he has taken DIY ﬁlm distribution to a
whole new level. Street level, that is.
For the past two years, Paul has made
a comfortable living by selling his hybrid
ﬁlm Cure for the Crash…The Art of Train Hoppin’ directly from art market street stalls in
New Orleans. His unique distribution strategy has proved remarkably successful. Paul
claims to have sold thousands of DVDs of
Cure for the Crash by personally engaging
more than 100,000 people face-to-face.
“When I was a teenager in West Philly,”
Paul explains, “I used to work in a pawn
shop, where I learned how to help people
make a decision.” Later, his aggressiveness
evolved into charm as Paul took a job selling art at high-end galleries on Royal Street
in New Orleans. Paul went on to use these
sales skills to move DVDs of Cure for the
Crash from his Vespa at historic Jackson
Square in the Big Easy while simultaneously
pushing hard with mailings and email blasts
to attract a distribution deal.
Such a deal did not materialize — although Larry Meistrich (of Shooting Gal-

lery fame) expressed interest, as did sales
agent Circus Road Films in Los Angeles.
Meanwhile Paul’s street sales were picking
up fast, so he moved his operation to the
New Orleans tourist destination Pirate’s Alley, sneaking in with no permit. When Circus Road inquired about Paul’s activities,
“they advised me to keep doing whatever it
is I’m doing because I was doing much better with my small business than any of their
prospects could offer.” That’s when Paul
decided to get serious, applying for permits
and moving his operation to established
outdoor art markets, such as New Orleans’
famous French Market. “At art markets I
found both permission and electricity.”
To ensure sales, Paul kept his prices low
at ﬁrst, selling the DVD for only $9. But success boosted his conﬁdence, and now he
sells the single DVD for $20, the box set
with music CD for $30 and the customized
jump drive for $40. “I had a good ﬁrst year.
By the second year, business more than
doubled. Now in our third year ... our best
is yet to come.”
Back in 1994, Paul left his hometown of
Philadelphia to spend eight years in Hol-
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lywood pursuing acting. “As I grew older
and life experiences weighed on me, I found
myself writing to relieve my stress and depression.” He studied screenwriting at the
New York Film Academy in Los Angeles and
spent a year working on the script for Cure
for the Crash. Part documentary, part autobiography, part ﬁctional feature, it is a crosscountry narrative of unrequited love. The
no-budget movie is highlighted with lush,
lyrical and rolling landscapes of “America’s
backyard,” viewed from massive, seemingly endless freight cars, set to an inspired
soundtrack of talented street performers.
“The trains were my dolly,” Paul says. Informing the story are interviews with actual
train-hopping hobos, tramps, gutter punks
and travelers who describe a freewheeling
but harrowing underground lifestyle that is
both enviable and repellent.
Paul and his “camp” spent three years
shooting — and living — Cure for the Crash.
“We hopped trains around the entire country and lived homeless for months on end to
do so. It was life changing for us.” Paul sold
watercolors on sidewalks across America to
make cash, and he and his crew often Dumpster-dived for food. The shoots could be dangerous. “You can survive a ﬁght, but there is
no coming back from falling off a freight.”
After completing principal photography,
Paul spent two years editing at his co-producer’s house in New Orleans’ Seventh Ward,
where they occasionally found themselves on
the ﬂoor taking cover as shots rang out nearby and evacuating when the squatter house
next door burned down. The completed ﬁlm
performed well at indie festivals, winning top
honors at Philadelphia Independent Film Festival, Seattle True Independent Film Festival
and earning Paul a nomination for Filmmaker
of the Year at the New Orleans Film Festival,
and it also received coverage in the Philadelphia Inquirer and National Geographic Traveler.
Today, Paul juggles a long list of tasks that
include street vendor distribution as well as
writing and producing new projects.
Paul’s follow-up ﬁlm is just as immersive
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as his last. “When I was in post-production
on Cure for the Crash, my then girlfriend,
now wife, Lorraine Fauve decided to add
stripping to her life’s experience, I kid you
not. I took it as a sign. I decided to double
down.” Instead of resisting, Paul chose to
use Fauve’s new occupation as inspiration
for his next ﬁlm, Selling the Maybe... a Redlight District Love Story. Paul got a night job
at Larry Flynt’s Barely Legal, a strip club on
Bourbon Street, watching closely and keeping careful notes. He was honest about his
ﬁlmmaking intentions to his coworkers.
Some opened up, others ignored him. After work, Fauve would describe her experiences as an entertainer at a different club.
“Those months were some of the hardest
for me, but I thought the pain was an investment into the story I was living and the
screenplay I was to write.”
Paul and Fauve are partners at their
production company, Inner City Organic
Pictures (The ICOP Camp), based in Old
Algiers, La. In that space, Paul creates and
brands all The ICOP Camp media, packaging and other merchandise that he sells,
including ICOP shirts, notebooks, harmonicas, photo books and matted stills. He
also makes the customized jump drives of
Cure for the Crash that include the full mov-

“They advised me to keep doing whatever
it is I’m doing because I was doing much
better with my small business than any of
their prospects could offer.”
ie, bonus scenes, photos, music as well as
rights to re-purpose all the material. “I’m
looking ahead,” he explains. “DVDs will
disappear eventually. The new Macs don’t
even have DVD drives. But I need physical
products to sell.”
Paul has also started to expand his street
vendor business in New Orleans, successfully selling Bruno Seraphin’s If I Had Wings
to Fly (A New Movie about Old-Time). “It’s a
sincere road movie and I thought it was a
good picture to partner up with mine. And,
I liked his packaging.” Of course, Paul’s new
projects will also be featured at his street
stalls, and he will be “taking ICOP indie distro on the road next time and further from
the hands of any other outlets that don’t ﬁnancially empower my company.”

Paul realizes that his street vendor business model may not work for everyone. “It
takes more than just an eager ﬁlmmaker
to become a very successful sales person
out here,” he says. But he also feels that too
many ﬁlmmakers are “hoping to be the lottery winner we read about from Sundance,
Cannes and others” and are not willing to
do the hard work to get their movies seen
by audiences if that dream does not come
true. Paul’s advice? “Multitasking is part of
being a ﬁlmmaker, isn’t it? Take it slow. Distribute it as ﬁne art. Keep ‘the industry’ out
of the equation as much as possible. Create
your own business. For me, making ﬁlms for
‘art’s sake’ is not possible. I don’t think we’ll
get rich and famous out here, but that’s not
the point. It’s about making a living.”■
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